A GOOD DAY

November 15, 2021
A GOOD DAY

Resource

• A Good Day, written by Kevin Henkes
A GOOD DAY

Goal

- Read Book
- Discuss Meaning
- Personal Reflection
- Military Children’s Resiliency
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Read Aloud
A GOOD DAY

Read Along

It was a bad day...

Little yellow bird lost his favorite tail feather.

Little white dog got her leash all tangled up in the fence.
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Read Along

Little orange fox couldn't find his mother.

And little brown squirrel dropped her nut.
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Read Along

But then . . .
Little brown squirrel
found the biggest nut ever.

Little orange fox turned around,
and there was his mother.
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Read Along

Little white dog worked herself free and ran in circles through the dandelions.
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Read Along

And little yellow bird forgot about his feather and flew higher than he ever had before.

And there's more . . .
A little girl spotted a perfect yellow feather, picked it up, tucked it behind her ear, and ran to her mother, shouting.
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“Mama! What a good day!”
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Discussion Prompt

• How did characters in this book achieve success despite difficulty or obstacles?
• Share a time when you persisted in the face of something hard.
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Resiliency

• The capacity to recover from difficulties or obstacles
• Bounce back
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Resiliency Sentence Stems

• Write or draw based on
  • Personal experience
  • Your feelings
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Choose One

• When I am sad, I ask __________ to help me.
• I am strong when ________________.
• I was resilient when _________________.
• I helped a friend by ____________.
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Time to Share
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Military Kid Family Collage
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Military Kid Resiliency Word Wall
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Purple Up- April 15th
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Connect With Us

Georgia 4-H  Georgia 4-H Foundation
@Georgia4H  @Ga4HFoundation
@Georgia4H  @Ga4HFoundation
Georgia 4-H
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